Failed Trade Policy & Immigration: Cause & Effect
Immigration policy will be a significant focus of the 113th Congress. For decades, some U.S. politicians have focused
on closing the U.S.-Mexico border to try to stop the northward flow of migrant workers. But little focus has been
given to the “supply side” of a surge in immigration into the United States by people from Latin America: U.S. trade
policies that have caused massive displacement of small farmers in Mexico and other Latin American countries.
Indeed, many policymakers most focused on “closing” the U.S. border were the very same ones who supported U.S.
trade policies that have caused the economic crises that destroyed livelihoods and devastated communities
throughout Latin America – creating powerful incentives for people desperate for new livelihoods to migrate in the
first place. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) was negotiated by the George H.W. Bush
administration between the United States, Mexico, and Canada and passed by the Bill Clinton administration.
Nineteen years of NAFTA have devastated Mexico’s rural economy, eroded economic opportunities for decent
manufacturing jobs and destroyed many small and medium-sized businesses in Mexico. NAFTA, which benefited
only the narrow corporate special interests who designed and pushed it, generated enormous pressures for workingage Mexicans to attempt the dangerous journey to the United States. In NAFTA’s first seven years, Mexican
immigration to the United States more than doubled, surging 108 percent. The George W. Bush administration then
negotiated expansions of the failed NAFTA model to six Central American nations and the Dominican Republic and
to Peru, Panama and Colombia.

Mexican immigration to the United
States doubled after NAFTA
Former Mexican president Carlos Salinas
infamously said that the U.S. choice with NAFTA
was between “accepting Mexican tomatoes or
Mexican migrants that will harvest them in the
United States.”1 Immigration from Mexico to the
United States was stable before NAFTA was
implemented. Millions of Mexican families lived
in rural villages farming plots of land called
“ejidos” that had been made available through the
Mexican Revolution’s land reforms. This land
could not be sold or seized for debt. But NAFTA
required changes to the Mexican Constitution to
allow sale andconsolidation of this land into large
farms that could be purchased by foreign firms.
U.S. International Trade Commission and Pew Hispanic Center data
At the same time, NAFTA eliminated Mexico’s tariffs on corn.
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Before NAFTA, Mexico only imported corn when a drought or other problems left domestic supplies short. After
NAFTA slashed Mexico’s corn tariffs, but left U.S. farm subsidies intact, imported U.S. corn flooded Mexican
markets. Within several years, the price paid to Mexican farmers for the corn they produced plummeted by
66 percent, forcing many to abandon farming.3 As an exposé in the New Republic put it, “as cheap American
foodstuffs flooded Mexico’s markets and as U.S. agribusiness moved in, 1.1 million small farmers – and 1.4 million

other Mexicans dependent upon the farm sector – were driven out of work between 1993 and 2005. Wages dropped
so precipitously that today the income of a farm laborer is one-third that of what it was before NAFTA. As jobs
disappeared and wages sank, many of these rural Mexicans emigrated, swelling the ranks of the 12 million illegal
immigrants living incognito and competing for low-wage jobs in the United States.”4
More than 2.5 million Mexicans lost their livelihoods to NAFTA farm imports from the United States.5 The
number of annual immigrants from Mexico to the United States more than doubled from 370,000 in 1993 (the year
before NAFTA) to 770,000 in 2000 – a 108 percent increase.6 The number of undocumented immigrants in the
United States (who are primarily from Mexico) has increased 185 percent since NAFTA took effect, from 3.9
million in 1992 to 11.1 million in 2011.7 President Barack Obama discussed this problem during his 2008 campaign,
saying that after NAFTA, there “are millions of people in Mexico who are displaced. Many of whom now are
moving up to the United States, contributing to the immigration concerns that people are feeling.” 8 Instead of
renegotiating NAFTA as promised, the Obama administration is now pushing the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a
sweeping NAFTA-style deal with the same farmer-displacing agricultural provisions that involves secretive
negotiations with 10 Pacific Rim countries.

Under NAFTA, Mexico’s jobs and wage levels fell while prices and poverty rose
NAFTA’s results have been much worse than predicted by NAFTA’s opponents. The World Bank, a major promoter
of trade liberalization, estimates that the percentage of Mexico’s rural population who earned less than the minimum
needed for a basic diet grew by nearly 50 percent in the first four years of NAFTA alone.9 In addition to the massive
displacement in agriculture, an estimated 28,000 small and medium-sized Mexican businesses (many in retail, food
processing and light manufacturing that were displaced by NAFTA’s new opening for U.S. big box retailers who
sold goods imported from Asia) were destroyed in NAFTA’s first four years. 10 Meanwhile, the new foreign-investor
privileges provided by NAFTA eased the way for footloose multinational corporations to move the manufacturing
jobs that left the United States for Mexico in the initial years of NAFTA back out of Mexico. After China’s entry
into the WTO in 2001, many corporations abandoned Mexico and its $5 per day labor cost to take advantage of
China’s $1 per day wages, causing the number of manufacturing jobs in Mexico to plummet.11 Today, over half of
the Mexican population, and over 60 percent of the rural population, still fall below the poverty line. 12
Meanwhile, prices under NAFTA have jumped as the deal eliminated key Mexican food security and consumer price
regulations. For instance, the price of tortillas – Mexico’s
staple food – shot up 279 percent in the pact’s first ten
years,13 even as the price paid Mexican corn farmers
plummeted. This would seem entirely contrary to free trade
theory, which predicts that gains from liberalization come on
the import side as all consumers enjoy lower prices, while
injury only occurs to those in sectors directly displaced by
imports. Yet, NAFTA included service sector and investment
rules that facilitated consolidation of grain trading, milling,
baking and retail so that in short order the relatively few
remaining large firms dominating these activities were able
to raise consumer prices and reap enormous profits as corn
costs simultaneously declined. Due to climbing prices,
Mexico’s minimum wage has lost 24 percent of its value in
real terms since NAFTA took effect.14

The Bush administration forced the same farmer-displacing rules into CAFTA
While most of us were losers under NAFTA, the big pharmaceutical, agribusiness, oil and retail corporations that
reaped increasing profits under the model wanted more. Most of Latin America rejected the failed NAFTA model, as
evidenced by the 2003 demise of the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), a proposed hemisphere-wide
NAFTA expansion. Plan B for the Bush II administration was to seek NAFTA-clone deals with the remaining

“coalition of the willing.” First came the U.S.-Central America Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA). It included the
same devastating NAFTA-style agricultural provisions. Oxfam predicted that up to 1.5 million people whose
livelihoods are connected to Central American rice production could face displacement as CAFTA’s agriculture
terms are implemented.15 Central American immigrant advocacy groups like CARECEN, CONGUATE, and SANN
raised such concerns early in the process, but were ignored by the Bush administration. CAFTA faced fierce
resistance by U.S. Latino organizations, including the League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) and the
Labor Council for Latin American Advancement (LCLAA), and much of the Congressional Hispanic Caucus.
CAFTA was the closest trade vote ever, passing Congress in 2005 by just one vote.

Then the Bush II administration put the same rules in the Peru FTA
The U.S.-Peru Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which passed Congress in late 2007 despite opposition from a majority
of House Democrats, was opposed by all major Peruvian family farmer organizations, who were concerned that
millions of rural families may be forced to migrate if the pact were ratified.16 Young Lives, a project of the U.K.
government and Save the Children, estimated that the U.S.-Peru FTA would cause income losses among the poorest
rural households, reduce the probability of rural children attending school, and increase child labor. 17 Corporate
globalization and deregulation has already failed Peru, where income per person has grown at less than one percent
per year since 1980.18 All of these domestic economic strains are likely to force more individuals to leave destitute
families behind to try to seek work in the United States.

Obama defied campaign promises and majority public opposition to push passage of
Bush II-negotiated NAFTA expansion to displacement-wracked Colombia
Congress passed more NAFTA-style FTAs with Colombia, Panama, and Korea in 2011. More than 82 percent of
House Democrats voted against the Colombia FTA - the largest share to ever oppose a Democratic president on
trade.19 That FTA included the same sort of agricultural rules that had devastated small farmers in Mexico. Indeed,
Colombia FTA negotiations stalled for a year after the Colombian government refused to zero out tariffs on all staple
crops, citing Mexico’s NAFTA experience of displacement and increased hunger. Colombia’s own Agriculture
Ministry predicted the FTA would lead to a 35 percent drop in rural employment. The government report concludes
that FTA-displaced Colombians “would have no more than three options: migration to the cities or other countries
(especially the United States), working in drug cultivation zones, or affiliating with illegal armed groups.” The Bush
II administration announced that it would not sign a deal that excluded those staples foods and the Colombian
government caved in. Displaced family farmers will add to the 5 million Colombians already displaced by that
nation’s half-century of civil war. Even before the FTA, Colombia had the largest internal displacement crisis in the
world outside of Sudan.20 Threats of economic dislocation were a key reason that LULAC and LCLAA passed
resolutions against the Colombia FTA. Obama committed to oppose the FTA during his 2008 campaign, and in the
last debate highlighted his opposition live to the whole nation. Three years later, he completely flip-flopped, paving
the way for more NAFTA-style displacement and immigration.

The Trans-Pacific Partnership threatens to expand the immigration crisis
The TPP would mimic the same failed agricultural rules of NAFTA and successor FTAs. Such rural displacementpromoting rules pose a particular threat to agriculturally-centered TPP negotiating countries such as Vietnam, where 60
percent of the population depends on agriculture for their livelihood.21 Spreading the NAFTA model to more countries
threatens to spread the immigration crisis left in NAFTA’s wake. But with polls showing majorities of Democrats,
Republicans and independents opposing the NAFTA model, members of Congress have proven eager to stand against
more of the same on trade.22 During the 2012 elections, congressional candidates across 30 states deployed more than
125 ads criticizing the economic fallout of status quo trade policy. 23 With the fight over how to respond to the U.S.
immigration crisis heating up, and a fight over the TPP brewing, voters will not forget campaign promises to not repeat
NAFTA’s failure.
For more information, contact Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch: gtwinfo@citizen.org www.tradewatch.org
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